
Wicket Gaming's subsidiary Unger &
Fiedler takes over responsibility of the
visual design of German-based
ESPORTIDO AG’s products
Wicket Gaming's subsidiary Unger and Fiedler has signed a master agreement with German based
ESPORTIDO AG. Unger & Fiedler will be responsible for all visible content of the main product - a phygital
entertainment experience platform where esports is combined with physical activity, sports celebrities and
clubs.

The project revolves around developing ESPORTIDO AG’s innovative entertainment and “fangagement”-platform
Esportido. Through Esportido, sports and lifestyle enthusiasts can engage with some of the world's leading soccer
teams and their respective sponsors. Among clients that the platform cooperates with today are both individual
professionals and clubs in the big five leagues. The platform also have cooperations in place with major international
sports brands.

Wicket Gamings deputy-CEO, Thorsten Unger, will also join the advisory board of the company and will consult the
management board regarding its further development.

In a comment, Wicket Gaming's CEO Eric de Basso says: This is an exciting new project where Unger and
Fiedler will be able to prove its worth as a supplier of engaging technologies and graphic designs. We expect
ESPORTIDO AG and the Esportido platform to grow significantly as the team behind the company holds a strong
network in the sports engagement industry.”

Thorsten Unger, CEO of Wicket Media GmbH, adds: “We further anticipate that this cooperation does open up
doors to similar game solutions outside of soccer.By this, we also see a benefit regarding network and further
products and services.”,

Matthias Wengenroth, CEO at ESPORTIDO AG, adds a final comment: “We are more than happy to sign an
agreement to establish a long-term partnership with Unger & Fiedler. We were impressed by their track records and
are convinced that they will bring our fangagement-platform to the next level. I have known Thorsten for a decade
now and he has always been a trusted advisor to me - for us, his contribution to the advisory board generates
enormous value”.

The Esportido website could be found on: http://www.esportido.com/

For further information, please contact:
Eric de Basso, CEO, Wicket Gaming AB
E-mail: eric@wicketgaming.com   
Phone: +46 70 780 52 00
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About Wicket Gaming

Wicket Gaming is a Swedish game development company founded in 2015. The company's business concept is
based on developing and distributing so-called free-to-play games in the sports genre based on proprietary brands.
Since its inception, the Company has worked to develop its first title, Cricket Manager, which is a manager game in
cricket for mobile devices that aims to create and own its own cricket club and compete against other players
around the world. The goal is to create one of the world's most popular cricket manager games for mobile devices
and to use a technical platform to broaden the game portfolio to include other sports manager games.

For more information, see Wicket Gaming's website www.wicketgaming.com
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